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Genomics - Problem Set 0 
Due Friday, 1/10/2014 by 9:00am 

 
You will be able to more efficiently solve computational problems in genomics once you are 
comfortable working on the Unix operating system. The first part of this problem set will help 
you practice some of the basic commands. 
Your SUNET ID gives you access to Unix via the FarmShare system (more information is 
located at http://farmshare.stanford.edu). To access these computers simply log into 
corn.stanford.edu by typing into your laptop or desktop terminal window. On Apple MacOS X 
use Terminal.app in Applications/Utilities. For Windows one option is SecureCRT 
https://itservices.stanford.edu/service/ess/pc/securecrt. Here is the command to connect from a 
terminal window: 
ssh your_sunetid_here@corn.stanford.edu 

1. Accessing and working in a Unix system. 
You should now be staring at a Unix prompt. Type the following sequence of commands that are 
in italics. Try to figure out what each one does. Take notes on the bold commands/questions, 
because you will be submitting these answers in a file later. 
Currently, you are in a directory, which contains subdirectories and files. In order to see what is 
contained in the directory, type: 
ls 

You can also list additional information about the files by adding –l:  
ls -l 

To determine the path of the directory you are in, type: 
pwd 

This should tell you the current directory. 
In order to view the contents of a file, you can type the command more preceding the name of a 
file of interest. This will display the file page by page. For example: 
more /usr/share/dict/words 

Note that this file path /usr/share/dict/words is valid for the Linux and OS X operating systems, 
but not for all versions of Unix. If you get an error message that says ‘No such file or directory’, 
try this alternate common location, for example /usr/dict/words. 
While viewing a file using more, scroll through the file by either pressing return to move one 
line at a time, or space bar in order to scroll page by page. To quit from the more, type q. We 
have introduced several commands already. Should you ever want to look up the functionality of 
a command, use man: 
man ls 

This will display the online help (manual page) for ls using more. These are very technical but 
do provide a description of all options for the command.  Now we will learn how to create and 
manipulate files and directories. 
mkdir temp  
cd temp  
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pwd  
date  
date > DateFile 

The > symbol after a command causes the output from that command to be written into a file of 
the specified name. In this case the date command’s output (today’s date and time) is written to 
the file “DateFile.” 
ls -l  
more DateFile  
ls -l >> DateFile  
more DateFile 

What did the >> operation above cause to happen? 
mv DateFile DateDirFile  
grep DateFile DateDirFile 

grep <string> <filename> prints all of the lines found within the file named <filename> that 
contain the string of characters <string>. 
grep -v DateFile DateDirFile 

The -v option to grep searches for lines that do not contain the specified pattern. 
alias words more /usr/share/dict/words 

The syntax of this command will work on Stanford FarmShare accounts, but on other computers 
the path could be /usr/dict/words as mentioned above. In that case you will need to modify the 
alias command to include the correct path. 
Then try this: 
words 

What did the alias command above cause to happen? 
words| grep 'gene'  
words| grep '^gene'  
words| grep 'gene$'  
words| grep 'a.*e.*i.*o.*u'  
words| grep 'a.*e.*i.*o.*u' >> DateDirFile 

What do each of the grep commands above cause to happen? 
cp DateDirFile ../DateDirWordFile  
rm DateDirFile  
cd ..  
rmdir temp  
ls -l 

That’s it, for the commands you are almost done! Here is a brief list of the commands you have 
used. These are essential in your work this quarter. You will find other summaries and tutorials 
by googling for “unix commands tutorial”. Remember, if you don’t know what a command does, 
or what options it has, you can always use man with the name of the command to read its 
manual page. 

Command	   Description	  

man	   Displays the manual (‘man pages’) for a given command.	  
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ls	   List the contents of a directory.	  

mkdir	   Make a new directory in the current directory.	  

rmdir	   Remove a directory.	  

pwd	   Print the path to the current directory.	  

rm	   Remove a file.	  

cp	   Copy a file to another file.	  

more	   Print the contents of a file one page at a time.	  

alias	   Make an alias for a more cumbersome command.	  

grep	   Find lines in a file containing a string or matching a regular expression.	  

|	   Pipe the output of a program into another program.	  

>	   Redirect the output of a command into a file.	  

>>	   Append the output of a command onto a file.	  

 
The above commands are powerful and have many options (see man pages) (for example ls -l for 
a verbose directory listing or grep –v to find non-matching lines). 
2. Emacs Tutorial 
To edit a file, a text file or a Python program, you need to use a text editor. There are several text 
editors available for this class; we suggest emacs if you don’t already know another Unix text 
editor. Type emacs at the command prompt to start this editor. 
Note: http://danzig.jct.ac.il/unix_class/emacsCommands.html has a good listing of many basic 
emacs commands. 
If you are not familiar with emacs, in a emacs window type ctrl-h t (that’s control-h, then t as 
two key strokes total) to start the emacs tutorial.  The tutorial should take about one hour to 
complete. You will then be able to use emacs to edit text files and python code. 
Once you have finished the emacs tutorial, open DateDirWordFile (that you created above), at 
the beginning of the file add a line containing your name and the date and add your answers from 
part 1 at the end of the file. Save it or rename with the filename answers.txt and then copy the 
resulting file to a new directory with a name of your choosing. 
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3. Practicing Emacs and Unix commands together 
In this section, we will practice generating a file using emacs and then manipulating the file 
using a simple Unix command. Using emacs, create a file titled dna.txt containing the text 
“ATGC”. Now, type in the following: 
tr "T" "U" < dna.txt > rna.txt 

Use more to view the contents of rna.txt. Similarly, create a file titled lower.txt containing the 
text “the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog”. Now, enter the following: 
tr 'a-z' 'A-Z' < lower.txt > upper.txt 

What does the command tr cause to happen? When you are finished you can clean up with: 
rm dna.txt  
rm rna.txt  
rm lower.txt  
rm upper.txt 

 
4. Python Introduction 
In this course you will be learning and using the scripting language Python.  We assume that 
many of you have no experience with Python or any programming language.  The Friday lectures 
will teach you everything you need to know about Python to be successful in this course.  Please 
make sure that your computer has Python installed.  This page will provide you some help 
<http://genetics.stanford.edu/gene211/handouts/ObtainingPython.html> 
The goal of this part of PS0 is to learn the basic mechanics of writing and executing a Python 
script. If you’re unsure of how to get started, find a copy of Learning Python and use it as a 
reference, and be sure to attend the Python lectures beginning Friday, January 10, 2014 at 1:30-
3:30pm.  The first lecture is in Always M106, subsequent lectures locations are listed at 
<http://genetics.stanford.edu/gene211/> 
Write a Python script that simply outputs the phrase Hello World! Save the script as hello.py. 
 
5. How to submit your problem set: 
You should now have two files for the problem set in a directory you have created: 
answers.txt  
hello.py 

cd into that directory, and then run the submission script with this command: 
/usr/class/gene211/bin/submit.pl  

The submission script will ask you some questions, warn you if any files are missing or look 
weird, and then copy the files over to the submissions directory. You can resubmit by running 
the submission script again. The submission script will only work if you run it while you are in 
the directory that contains all your submission files on the FarmShare machine.	  


